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Making cultures and storing fungi 
Home spalting requires continual access to fungi.  To prepare for the winter months, you should consider keeping actively growing 
fungi on culture media (fungus food).  These cultures (active fungi that aren’t making mushrooms just yet) can be kept for up to one 
year - perfect for continual use of your favorite fungus! 

Making media is very simple, and requires only a few ingredients: gelatin, malt, and some small canning jars.  The jars can be made 
from start to finish in about 20 minutes, and are ready for use the following day.  Follow the step-by-step instructions below for easy 
and effective media.

The first thing you’ll want to get your 
hands on is some unflavored gelatin.  This 
can be found at bulk food places, in larger 
supermarkets, and in co-op/health food 
stores.  Gelatin is used to solidify the 
media.

                  

I’d advise against other solidifying agents 
that may be more readily available.  Agar 
is fantastic if you can find it, but things 
like pectin do not solidify enough, and you 
can end up with liquid instead of solid 
media.

  

  

DIY Spalting
 Part I - Media

At the same store you purchased your 
gelatin, you should also be able to find 
barley malt (note: rice malt is not a great 
substitute).  Barley malt is the main food 
for the fungus - everything loves sugar!

One final thing you will need is a pack of 
canning jars.  You can use any brand, any 
size, but the easiest ones to use are the 
short jars (125 ml).  You can find these 
jars throughout the year at hardware 
stores, and during canning jar season in 
large chain stores like Wal-Mart. 

 

Mixing and Cooking

Step 1: Mix 2 tablespoons gelatin with 1 
tablespoon malt.

Step 2: Once uniformly mixed, add 2 cups 
water.  Stir until dissolved. (putting mix in 
a pan and gently heating may help 
dissolve clumps)

Step 3: Ladel liquid into canning jars (fill 
roughly 1/2 of each small jar).

Step 4: Put lids on jars, and place in a 
large pot.  Add water to pot until the level 
is just below the lowest part of the lid.

 Final Notes

- Although Jell-O brand gelatin may 
seem comparable, this substance has 
too many preservatives to allow fungi 
to grow.  Stick with straight gelatin.

- Some media contain potato extract 
(PDA).  Fungi grow well on this too, 
but PDA is known to supress pigment 
(color) production. Best to stay away.

- Assuming that the jar lids ‘pop’ 
(meaning that the bubble in the center 
of the lid depresses), the inside of 
your jars are sterile.  DO NOT open 
them until you are ready to put a 
fungus inside.

- Sterile, unused jars will keep well 
for several weeks in the refridgerator.

- Recipe makes roughly 12 small jars.  
If jars will be used quickly, less can be 
poured into each, thus making more 

Step 5: Boil, covered, for 15 minutes, NO 
MORE.

Step 6: Remove jars from pan and allow 
to cool until the canning lid ‘pops’.

Step 7: Place jars in refridgerator until 
needed. 
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What You Need

For DIY guides to inoculating media (putting the fungus on the media) and inoculating wood (putting the fungus on the wood),
check out parts II and III of the Spalting Series.

http://www.northernspalting.com


